September 2012-Reflections

Awakening Souls, Transforming Lives!
Spiritual Tools For An Abundant Life- “The 12 Powers of Man”
Using the Powers, One Month at a Time
JANUARY—Faith
The ability to believe, intuit and perceive.
Faith blesses my day and paves my way.
Dear Friends in Unity,
It is hard to believe that an entire year has already passed
since I came to Unity Christ Church as your minister. I hope you
will agree that it has been a positive and exciting year, in which
our community has undergone much healing and spiritual growth.
I would like to take this opportunity to highlight some of the
positive changes that have taken place at UCC throughout this
past year. We have installed WiFi throughout church, and have
removed the green paint from the sanctuary windows. We have renovated our front
foyer to create a cozier and more welcoming space for fellowship and gathering.
We have acquired a new sound system and a new computer in our sanctuary so that
our services and recordings are more professional and enjoyable. And we have streamlined our Sunday worship service to create a smoother, more flowing spiritual experience of music and inspiration. And speaking of inspirational music, we have hired Alan
Ernst as our Music Director/Minister of Music, and he has already blessed our congregation more that words can say.
With the help of Prayer Chaplain Coordinator, Mary Biggs, and Prayer Chaplain,
Mary Holloman, we have finally revived our Prayer Chaplain Program, and already
welcomed Juankee McKinney as a new Prayer Chaplain. As you know, prayer is the
foundation of the Unity Movement, going back 134 years to co-founder, Myrtle Fillmore.
We have welcomed five new members into our community with a spiritual baptism, and have met many other wonderful people who are frequent attendees to our
events and services.
Thanks to the dedicated work of new member, Judy Townsend, we have seen a
great increase in the attention given to the upkeep and beautification of our grounds.
Most importantly, however, is the obvious continued dedication and hard work by
our many long-time staff, members and volunteers, who, throughout a difficult transition period, have tirelessly devoted their time, talent and treasures to keeping Unity
Christ Church alive as a special place for spiritual transformation in our St. Louis community.
Throughout this month of January, I invite you to affirm with me often, and with
enthusiasm, “I faithfully and joyfully move forward into this new year of spiritual
unfoldment.”
I hope that you can join us this month as we continue on the path of spiritual renewal and transformation here at Unity Christ Church. WE ARE the church, and God
can only shine forth and make miracles happen through each of US! Remember that
you are always a blessing, and you do make a difference! Happy New Year!!
Love and Blessings,
Reverend Sallie Fox

JANUARY LESSON
TITLES
Rev. Sallie Fox
(unless otherwise noted)

January 3, 2016:
The Burning Bowl
Musician:
Doug Erwin

January 10, 2016:
Who Do I Say I Am?
Guest Speaker:
Rev. Leslie Venable
Musicians:
Deborah Sharn and Steve
Schenkel

January 17, 2016:
Touched By The Spirit
Musician: AJSR

January 24, 2016:
Meditations By The Sea
Musician: Alan Ernst

January 31, 2016:
The White Stone
Musician: AJSR
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INSPIRATION FROM OUR FOUNDERS:
SEEKING THE KINGDOM---CHOOSING
Arthur P. Buck
Unity, June 1925, Volume 62, No. 6, pages 520-525
ALL OF US are seeking for the appeasement of hunger, the fulfillment of desires, the satisfaction for longings that have
somehow been implanted within us, and our seeking will not cease until our hunger is appeased, our desires fulfilled and
our longings are satisfied. We want friendship, we want love, we want life, we want to express as sons of God, for that is
really the answer to all of our longings. We may misinterpret our desires, but the reality behind the longings, behind all the
soul-hunger that has urged us on from earliest memory, is simply the desire of God (our Good) to come forth into expression through us.
No wonder then that the Master, after referring to such of the heart’s desires as include food and drink and life
and raiment, prescribed as the way to attain them: “Seek ye first his kingdom, and his righteousness; and all these things
will be added.” This advice is not just a pretty saying, nor is the statement of principle that only applies to the next life.
“Seek ye first his kingdom;” seek the kingdom before seeking bread, butter, clothing, health, life. Forget the specific things
that you are longing for and have one first and foremost thought, “His kingdom, and His righteousness.”
His kingdom! How often in discourse and in story the Master spoke of the Kingdom! “The kingdom of heaven is
at hand,” “The kingdom of God is come nigh unto you,” “The kingdom of God is within you,” “Seek ye first His kingdom….and all these things shall be added,” are among the proclamation that He made and that He told His disciples to
preach.
“Then,” someone may ask, “if the kingdom of heaven is really right here within me, if seeking it will give me the
things that I desire, if my desires are really God’s endeavors to express through me, and if God and His creations are
good, how can I express anything but good? How can I have sickness or pain or poverty?”
Let us see whether we cannot answer this question by asking another: “Is it not true that all man’s possessions
come to him either as a gift or by his own earnings?” Paul declares: “My God shall supply every need of yours according
to His riches in glory.” As sons of God, we are heirs to all things. But can we claim our inheritance and abide outside the
kingdom? Of course not! And so the Master says: “Seek ye first His kingdom.”
A British soldier came to the United States, declared his intention of becoming a citizen, and took up a homestead. He lived on the homestead the required length of time, made the necessary improvements, furnished the land office with the required proofs, paid the prescribed fees, and received his final certificate, but before the patent was issued,
he passed on. Afterward it was discovered that, as he had not taken out his final naturalization papers, he was not an
American citizen and could not claim, (nor could his heirs claim) the homestead that, as a citizen, he would have owned.
His heir, a sister in Ireland, was notified that except for a certain flaw in the title, a well-equipped farm in American was
hers. The British Ambassador took up the case, and for a time it became a matter for negotiation between the United
States and the British Empire. The final decision was that in order to claim the inheritance, the sister, would have to give
up her allegiance to the British Empire and become a citizen of the United States. She had to make a choice: to decide
whether or not she would give her British citizenship in exchange for citizenship, residence, and inheritance in the United
States. She chose to stay in the kingdom of which she was already a subject.
The foregoing story illustrates the answer to the one part of our question as to how a child of God can express
anything but good: Though our inheritance from our Father is all-good, we cannot claim it as an inheritance without residing within the kingdom.
If I do not claim my inheritance, I may have only what I earn. If I have pain, I have earned pain; if I have trouble, I
have earned trouble; if I have lack, I have earned lack. My inheritance from my Father is always good and always plenty.
If I do not claim my inheritance, but earn my own way, as it were, it is certainly my own fault if I do not get what I want.
Then we see why the sure way to the attainment of all the good that we desire is through seeking His kingdom,
the kingdom of heaven. What should be the manner of our seeking?
No other chapter of all the Scriptures is so full of illustrations of the kingdom as the 13 th chapter of Matthew. In
that chapter are seven parables. The first one is that of the sower. When Jesus’ disciples asked him why he always
spoke in parables, he said: “Unto you it is given to know the mysteries of the kingdom of Heaven.” All but one of the seven parables begins, ‘The kingdom is heaven is like unto….” Four parables representing the planting of seed were spoken
to the multitudes and to the disciples and three illustrating the matter of choosing were spoken to the disciples only.
The parables of the sower brings out the fact that ‘the seed” is “the word” (Luke 8:11 and that “the good ground in
which the seed of the kingdom is being planted is man’s conscious---“God’s tilled land (I Cor. 3:9). The varying states of
consciousness are pictured. For example, habits of thought have made hard-beaten paths, represented as the “way
side;” the seed of Truth is not able to take root in this hard soil and so is devoured by the “birds” (wandering or vagrant
race thoughts).
(cont on page three)
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(cont from page two)

We may note that in the our parables of the kingdom spoken to the multitudes, as well as in the first of those spoken to the
disciples alone (the sower, the good seed, the mustard seed, the leaven, and the treasure), there is a hiding from sight of that
which, when quickened to life or possessed, expresses as the thing desired. In the three parables spoke to the disciples
alone there is presented a distinctive choice in two ways: first, the choice of the thing finally desired (the choice of the one
thing as against all others); and second, a careful choice, or selection, of the thoughts or seed to be retained.
One day while I was meditating on the problems of a friend, there came before me the vision of most attractive dirt
road, winding upward among green grass, flowers, pleasant foliage, and symmetrically disposed trees to the summit of a hill,
a hill that seemingly could be ascended in no other way. At the very top of the hill and at the last turn of the road, was a great
unlettered sign board and by it stood my friend, with a paintbrush. I expected to see him write on the signboard, “This is the
Way,” for he was a teacher, teaching the Way. But instead, he wrote unhesitatingly in huge letters: “Thy will be done.” As he
wrote those words the signboard and he letters became transparent and, stretching straight away beyond the sign and as
seen through the sign, appeared a wonderful, perfectly constructed highway, so straight, so plain, and so perfect that no wayfarer would need to err therein or question whether that was the say to take. By seeking first His kingdom, the doing of his
will, men allow All-good to flow out into expression through them.
My friend did not perpetuate the earth road by painting, “This is the Way.” He found a more splendid way by forgetting the
road by which he had come and by painting in bold letters, “Thy will be done.”
That is the idea of choosing that was pictured in the first and the second of the three parables that were given to the
disciples only. In the first, a man found a treasure hidden in a field, and he hid it in the field and sold all that he had and
bought that field. He found the treasures hidden in the depths of his soul, in the heart of God within himself. Then he sold al
that he had. All things else were nothing to him; he got rid of them that he might have nothing that should separate him from
the joys of the great treasure discovered and hidden in the mist of himself, in “God’s” tilled land.” “Seek ye first his kingdom,
and his righteousness,” and when you have discovered it in the very midst of yourself, in your innermost soul, in the heart of
God, choose it as against all things else, and lo, the kingdom of heaven is yours! “And all these things shall be added.”
In the next parable a man in search of goodly pearls find the pearl of great price, and sells all that he has and buys it.
It is a different presentation of the thoughts contained in the parable immediately preceding---the need for absolute surrender
to the will of the Father, and the discovery that in all that surrender lies the fulfillment of every desire, the joy of oneness with
the pearl of great price, the pure and precious jewel of the kingdom of heaven within. But there is yet another parable:
The kingdom of heaven is like unto a net, that was cast into the sea, and gathered of every kind; which, when it was
filled, they drew up on the beach; and they sat down and gathered the good into vessels, but the bad they cast away.
In all of the other parables in this group of seven, words (thoughts) are represented as seed, but here are presented
a different symbol, though not a new one in Scriptural symbology. In our study of the symbols of Scripture, we learn with the
first chapter of Genesis that fishes represent thoughts of increase. So, while the other parables refer to the planting of seed
(seed is the word or thought), this parable introduces a different symbol for thoughts. It pictures the great sea of thought that
ebbs and flows through our minds, the rising and falling sea of thinking, which we could not entirely stop if we would. Our
minds are like dragnets, the thoughts (fishes) that are caught therein. We must select good, continually retaining constructive thoughts, inspired thoughts, divine thoughts, and discarding or transforming the others. At intervals---at least at the end of
each day---we must check up on the thoughts that we have taken that day in our dragnets and retained, and by that checking
up learn carefully to discriminate in our selection. “So shall it be in the end of the world of effect (or sense world) will terminate in our full consciousness of the kingdom of heaven the realm of the real within.

AFFIRMATION FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY
I faithfully and joyfully move forward into
this new year of spiritual unfoldment.

JANUARY WEEKLY AFFIRMATIONS:
January 3:

I loving release all that no longer serves my highest good.

January 10:

I am a perfect creation of God life!

January 17:

I am open and receptive to my guidance from Spirit within.

January 24:

I am part of the infinite sea of Spiritual potential.

January 31:

I am willing and excited to accept my new blessings.

NEW GROUP STARTING
UNITY LIGHT SEEKERS
Mark your calendars NOW for UCC’s wonderful new spiritual group, called the Unity Light Seekers, which will hold
its first meeting on Sunday, January 17th, following fellowship! The group will meet downstairs in the comfortable Art Gallery area, on the 3rd Sunday of every month.
The group will be ongoing and remain open to everyone,
and it is not necessary to attend every meeting to belong.
Please join Rev. Sallie in this great opportunity
to co-create even more joy and loving, supportive community in our ministry! The mission and events of the group
will develop from the needs and desires of those who
attend. Perhaps we will want to read some inspiring spiritual books and discuss them, or plan social events or
activities to help out in our community. We might sometimes simply want to bring our bag lunches and have
meaningful discussions, sharing our experiences and
thoughts about the Unity/New Thought journey.
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FROM THE PRAYER MINISTRY:
Dear Friends,
Happy New Year! Welcome to 2016! We begin again renewed in the Spirit of
Christ. As we move into the New Year, let’s keep prayer at the top of our Goals
List. Let’s keep the Spirit of Christ alive throughout each and every month before us. Make prayer a priority in your life and a daily practice for your soul. In
support of this, I will make a book recommendation on prayer each month this
year to assist you.
Faith is the first faculty we celebrate in January. Peter represents our
faith, the substance of things not seen, but hoped for, that which we conceive in
our belief system. We honor this faith within our being, and affirm acceptance
of this power. Our scripture for this celebration is:
Mark 12:24: Therefore, I say to you, all things you pray and ask, BELIEVE
that you have received them, and they will be granted to you.
Affirmation: I am that which I consent and accept to be, my highest and
best.
Then prayer for the month: Lord, God giver of all life, re-establish the power
of Faith in me. I accept your highest and best, and as your instrument of good, I
give out the highest and best in my world.

REFLECTION S
Reflections is a newsletter
published each month by
Unity Christ Church.
Its
purpose is to inform and
inspire
our
spiritual
community. Submissions for
publication are welcome and
should be sent to the church
office for review.
UNITY CHRIST CHURCH
33 N. Skinker Blvd.
St. Louis, Missouri 63105
Phone (314) 727-6478
Fax (314) 727-8895
Email officeucc@att.net
www.unitychriststl.org
Minister
Rev. Sallie Fox

Regardless of where you are in your Spiritual Journey, prayer lifts you
higher and empowers you as an instrument of God. Taking the time (and it
doesn’t have to be long), to pray keeps you connected. Prayer is abiding in the
presence of God-receiving the Christ and sharing your divinity.

Office Manager
Judy Lindow

Yours in Christ,
Mary E. Biggs, LUT
P.S. Recommended book for the month – The Handbook of Positive Prayer
by Hypatia Hasbrouck

Board of Trustees
Harry Drake
Lawrence Johnson
Delores Kedley
Juankee McKinney
Leonard Smith

MUSIC MINISTRY
Unity Christ Church is happy to welcome Alan Ernst as our new Music Director /
Minister of Music. Alan, who became a member of UCC in the spring of 2015, brings a
fresh and inspiring energy to our Music Program through his beautiful piano music and
delightful voice.
Alan has over 35 years of experience in instrumental and choral music, through
both sacred and contemporary worship and praise. Having been a long-time musician in
church and school-related music programs, Alan took on various leadership roles and
honed his skills by conducting choral and instrumental groups; accompanying soloists,
choirs, and ensembles; and performing as a soloist for weddings, funerals and special
occasions. These experiences, coupled with Alan’s undergraduate studies in music, led to
his great success.
Since moving to St Louis, Alan has been the congregational accompanist and a soloist for two local churches, including Unity Church of Peace.
A wonderful bonus for our community is that Alan shares in Rev. Sallie Fox’s vision
for creating a smoother, more enhanced worship experience through inspirational music
and message. Alan also takes great joy in helping to create the safe space and welcoming
opportunities for musical participation by those in our own ministry who wish to share
their talents.
We are blessed and honored to now have Alan with us at Unity Christ Church, and
we look forward to many opportunities to enjoy and be uplifted by his beautiful music.

January Birthdays
1/03
1/04
1/06
1/16
1/27
1/28
1/30

Kathleen Murillo
George Cunningham
Jerry Webb
Carolyn Johnson Harris
Richard Hughes
Ola Senter
Rev. Sallie Fox
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THOUGHTS FROM THE HEART
Wow, its 2016! And, I am starting to get excited about my potentiality and the abundance of possibilities I see. The New Year for me always symbolizes, new beginnings, fresh starts, newest of all
life, and new ways of being. As these thoughts flow through my mind, I begin to reflect upon this
past year, and I am filled to overflowing with wonderful memories. I become truly thankful and
grateful as I reflect on all the challenges and growth that has occurred within me. I become truly
joyful as I recall all those error thoughts and false beliefs that simply appeared to fade from my life
and memory. I clearly remember the overwhelming elation I felt within the depths of my being, as
that Still Small Voice began to speak to me; and I knew that it was the Christ. What ecstasy I felt as
I began to feel that constant flow of energy permeating my being, and the joy created by knowing
and experiencing my Oneness with God. Yes indeed, I believe that this year holds great possibilities
for me!
As the thought of the Christ fills my mind, I begin to contemplate what life will be like this year, as I
live consciously aware of the Presence of the Christ Within my Being. I start to think about how
wonderful I will feel for I know my faith is firmly planted in the substance of God, knowing that all
doubts and fears will simply fade away and disappear for I am one with that Presence Within. I
know that I am filled with the strength of God and I have the courage and perseverance to meet any
challenge that may enter my consciousness. I know that all the Wisdom and Knowledge I need will
come forth from within, because I experience the Omniscience, the All-Knowing of God. The Love
of God flows in and through me to bless and heal everyone who comes in contact with that Spirit
that flows through me; and I know that the Unconditional Love of God will flow freely and fully
through me at all times. The Power of God radiates throughout my being allowing me to know and
to truly discern and believe that there is Only One Presence and One Power in the Universe and
that is God – The Good. I even imagine myself filled with the Understanding of God, and willingly
choosing to allow God’s Will to be expressed in and through me, as I play out my part in fulfilling
God’s Universal Plan.
Divine Order rules my life as I patiently wait upon the Christ to unfold in Its’ perfect divinely ordered
way. I envision the energy of the Universe surging through me as I enthusiastically express the
Christ life throughout my Being. I am able to joyously let go of that sense of separation that has for
so long been a part of my consciousness and I am able to experience my Oneness with everyone
and everything, and to truly know that there is nothing in the Universe but God. My life is committed
and dedicated to expressing the Christ and I am living by Grace.
So, as we think about 2016 and all the possibilities and potentialities that this New Year brings, let
us choose to bring forth that Christ that lives in the very center of our Beings and to Consciously
express all the Love, the Life, the Peace, the Joy, and the Oneness that our Creator intended for
you and me.
Have a Wonderful, Joyous and Prosperous New Year.
Let Us Daily Affirm: “This Year, I Allow the Christ to express In me Through me and As me.”

Blessings As You Spiritually Unfold,
Juankee J. McKinney
The Editor
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New Class
“The Keys to the Kingdom”

Have you been experiencing a sense of lack in your life? Do you ever feel unworthy of receiving
and enjoying the abundance of this universe? Do you want to learn how to release those limiting thoughts,
beliefs and habits that no longer serve you, and only seem to keep you from fulfilling your highest potential?
If you have answered “Yes” to any of these questions, then mark your calendars now because you
won’t want to miss out on the next class to be taught by Rev. Sallie Fox, titled, “The Keys to the Kingdom.”
The class is based on a powerful program of prosperity consciousness-building, by well known New
Thought minister, Rev. David Owen Ritz. The program is designed to help us identify and change our limited beliefs about abundance, happiness, and success.
The Keys to the Kingdom is not about simply getting more money or accumulating material things.
It is actually a guide to help us develop a higher level of spiritual awareness, and an understanding of the
spiritual foundation of true abundance. It teaches us how to create a life that is in greater harmony with
spiritual law.
The Keys to the Kingdom is also designed to strengthen our spiritual community by helping us see
the relationship between our spiritual growth and our participation in our spiritual community. Few people
realize that the full value of spiritual community can only be attained when they treat their church as a place
to contribute their support, participation, and talents. This class will help us deepen our relationship with
Spirit, and make the connection between giving and receiving, using Jesus' profound prosperity lesson in
Luke 12:22-34 as a foundation.
The ideas from this class will also be shared in a series of 7 Sunday lessons, given on the same
days as the class meets. These lessons will help students understand and use the spiritual principles presented in class. Please come and join us on a powerful spiritual journey to healing and true prosperity!
Here are the seven “Keys”:
Key One: Make the Commitment- “The world was not given to you; you were given to the world. Step into
the natural flow of abundance by committing yourself to becoming a giver to life.”
Key Two: Hold the Vision - “You will not rise higher than your personal vision for your life. Expand your
vision and follow your bliss. Believe in your highest potential and you will realize it.”
Key Three: Build a New Awareness - “Your limiting beliefs have always held you back. A new awareness
of the truth of your being will set you free.”
Key Four: Make Room for the New - “The Law of Circulation works to the benefit of those who understand
its operation. When you create a vacuum in your life, the universe always moves in to fill it.”
Key Five: Let Go of the Past - “Holding on to regrets and resentments from the past saps your creative
energy. Release your energy through forgiveness of self and others.”
Key Six: Count the Blessings - “You always attract what you focus upon. The daily practice of gratitude
focuses your creative energy on the good in your life, thereby multiplying it.”
Key Seven: Live in the Flow - “Abundance is not just a spiritual quality; it is a way of life. Incorporate the
principles of abundance into your daily living, and abundance will be your way of life.”
The class will meet in the church basement, from 12:15 p.m. – 2:15 p.m., on the following seven
Sundays in 2016: 2/14, 2/21, 2/28, 3/6, 3/20, 4/3, 4/10.
There is no fee to take this class, but students will need to place their order for a workbook and set
of corresponding CDs for $42.00. Registration inserts will be available in the January Sunday bulletins, or
you can mail in your order and payment to the office. The deadline for ordering your materials will be January 25th.

12 Powers Meditation—9:15 AM

Monday

Toastmasters’
Club—7 PM

Board of Trustees
Meeting
11:30 AM

24

(following fellowship)

Unity Light Seekers

31

17

Toastmasters’ Club—7 PM

10

CHURCH POTLUCK/
REMOVING OF THE GREENS
11:30 AM

3

Church
Office Closed

25

18

11

4

(See reverse side for times and locations of classes and events)

Sunday Fellowship—11:30 AM

Sunday Celebration Service and Youth Education—10:30 AM

Sunday

Tuesday

26

19

12

5

6

21

14

7

Spiritual Support Group—
7 PM

Meditation Service
6:30 PM

27

NA GROUP
7 PM

28

7 PM—ACA

6:30 PM—Centering
Prayer & Meditation

29

7 PM—ACA

22

Spiritual Support Group—
7 PM

7 PM—ACA

8

1

15

6:30 PM—Centering
Prayer & Meditation

7 PM—ACA

6:30 PM—Centering
Prayer & Meditation

7 PM—ACA

6:30 PM—Centering
Prayer & Meditation

Friday

6:30 PM—Centering
Prayer & Meditation

NA GROUP—7 PM

NA GROUP
7 PM

NA GROUP
7 PM

Thursday

Meditation Service
6:30 PM

20

Spiritual Support Group—
7 PM

Meditation Service
6:30 PM

13

Spiritual Support Group—
7 PM

Meditation Service
6:30 PM

Wednesday
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9:30 AM & 11 AM 12Step Centering Prayer & Meditation
Group

30

9:30 AM & 11 AM 12Step Centering Prayer & Meditation
Group

23

9:30 AM & 11 AM
12-Step Centering
Prayer & Meditation Group

16

9:30 AM & 11 AM
12-Step Centering
Prayer & Meditation Group

9

9:30 AM & 11 AM
12-Step Centering
Prayer & Meditation Group

Saturday

Regularly Scheduled Classes, Groups and Events
Sunday Celebration Schedule
Twelve Powers Meditation
9:15 AM in the Sanctuary; Led by Juankee McKinney

Youth Ministry
10:30 AM in the Art Gallery, all children through age 12

Sunday Celebration
10:30 AM in the Sanctuary

Sunday Fellowship (after service)
11:30 AM in the Lobby
CD’s of each Sunday’s service are available at the book desk following the service.

Adult Children of Alcoholics and Dysfunctional Families
Fridays at 7 PM in the Fellowship Room
Saturdays at 9:30 AM in the Fellowship Room

Mid-Week Prayer and Meditation Service
Wednesdays at 6:30 PM in the Prayer Room.
Prayer and Meditation Leader is Rudolph Clay

NA Meeting
Thursday at 7 PM in the Fellowship Room

Spiritual Support Group
Wednesdays at 7 PM led by Juankee McKinney

Toastmasters-Voices in Unity
Second and Fourth Sundays at 7:00 PM in the Fellowship Room

12-Step Centering Prayer and Meditation Groups
Fridays, 6:30 PM in the Fellowship Room
Saturdays, 11 AM in the Art Gallery

Unity Light Seekers
Third Sunday, after Fellowship in the Art Gallery; Facilitated by Rev. Sallie Fox

